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A Morel-Lavallée lesion of the proximal calf in a
young trauma patient
A case report
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Abstract
Rationale: The Morel-Lavallée lesion (MLL) is a closed degloving injury developing when shear force acts between the muscle fascia
and the subcutaneous layer. MLLs develop principally in the trochanteric area or the pelvis; lesions in the proximal calf are rare. Acute
lesions can be treated conservatively, but chronic lesions are best treated surgically because of a high rate of recurrence. To the best of
our knowledge, this is a rare case of successful treatment of an MLL in the proximal calf associated with tibio-fibular shaft fracture.

Patient concerns: A 14-year-old male visited our emergency room after having been hit by a car. He exhibited direct trauma to
the right lower leg and a distal tibio-fibular shaft fracture without an open wound. He underwent surgery to treat the fracture, which
was immobilized with splint for 2 weeks post-operatively. At the 3-month follow-up, he complained of a painless, mobile, soft tissue
mass in the posteromedial aspect of the proximal calf. Blood circulation was normal and we found no neurological abnormality in the
distal region of the lower leg.

Diagnosis: A plain radiograph of the right lower leg revealed a proximal, round, radiopaque soft tissue lesion. Ultrasonography
revealed a homogeneous, hypoechoic fluid collection. Magnetic resonance imaging revealed fluid of homogeneous signal intensity
between the subcutaneous layer and the underlying fascia of the gastrocnemius muscle.

Interventions: Percutaneous drainage and intralesional steroid injection were performed on several occasions, but the lesion
recurred every time. After 5 aspirations, we scheduled surgery. We radically excised the mass and sutured the superficial to the deep
fascia to prevent shearing at the surgical plane.

Outcomes: No complication or recurrence was noted at the 1-year follow-up.

Lesson:AnMLL in the proximal calf is an uncommon post-traumatic lesion and caremust be taken to avoidmisdiagnosis. If anMLL
is suspected after imaging studies and physical examination, it is important to determine whether the lesion is acute or chronic and to
plan treatment accordingly. Appropriate treatment should be given to patients to improve outcomes.

Abbreviations: BMI = body mass index, MLL = Morel-Lavallée lesion, MRI = magnetic resonance imaging, US =
ultrasonography.
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1. Introduction

A Morel-Lavallée lesion (MLL) is a closed degloving injury
developing when trauma separates the subcutaneous layer from
the muscle fascia. The MLL was first described in 1863 by
Maurice Morel-Lavallée; hemolymph collected between the
fascial planes after soft tissue injury to the proximal thigh. In
1993, Letournel and Judet described theMLL as an accumulation
of blood or plasma after closed degloving of the subcutaneous
layer and the muscle fascia of the trochanter in patients with
acetabular fractures. The MLL is not common; Tseng and
Tornetta et al[1] reported a 1.7% comorbidity rate in a review of
pelvic fracture patients. Effusion may not be extensive in the
acute phase and the MLL may be undiagnosed or misdiagnosed
as bursitis or simple bruising. However, if the lesion becomes
chronic, the recurrence rate is high and complications may
develop. Thus, careful initial assessment of trauma patients is
essential. MLL develops most frequently in the trochanteric
region,[2] and occasionally in the thigh[3] and knee,[4] but rarely in
the proximal calf.[5] Therefore, the risk of misdiagnosis is high;
careful examination is required. We present a case of MLL of the
proximal calf associated with post-traumatic, tibial shaft fracture
in a young patient.
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Figure 2. A bulging soft-tissue mass in the posteromedial aspect of the
proximal calf.
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2. Case description

This case report was approved by the Institutional Review Board
of Soonchunhyang University Hospital and the patient gave
written informed consent for publication of this case report and
accompanying images. A 14-year-old male visited our emergency
room after being hit by a car. He exhibited direct trauma to the
right lower extremity and complained of pain and tenderness in
the right calf. We found no wound, no disturbance of blood
circulation, and no neurological abnormality. He had no
underlying disease or relevant medication history but was obese.
On plain radiography, a right, tibio-fibular, distal shaft fracture
was evident (Figs. 1A, 1B). The day after admission, he
underwent internal fixation using a flexible intra-medullary nail
(Titanium Elastic Nail system, Synthes, West Chester, PA) for the
tibial fracture and a locking plate (Arix, JEIL Medical
Corporation, Seoul, Korea) for the fibular fracture, and was
discharged after 2 weeks of long-leg splint immobilization. After
discharge, he underwent routine rehabilitation and gradually
returned to ambulation during outpatient follow-up. At the 3-
month follow-up, he complained of a painless mass on the
posteromedial aspect of the proximal calf. Physical examination
revealed a mobile swelling but no tenderness (Fig. 2). A plain
radiograph of the right lower leg revealed a mildly radio-opaque
round lesion in the proximal calf (Fig. 3A); ultrasonography (US)
revealed a collection of homogeneous hypoechoic fluid (Fig. 3B).
Percutaneous drainage was performed and about 100mL of
serous fluid removed. Two weeks later, the mobile mass had
recurred; we performed enhanced magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI), which revealed a homogeneous mass of low signal
intensity on the T1-weighted image and a high-level signal change
Figure 1. Preoperative plain anteroposterior (A) and lateral (B) radiographic vie
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in the T2-weighted image; the mass was 7.8cm in the longest
diameter (Figs. 4A, 4B). The mass was located in the
subcutaneous layer adjacent to the medial head of the
ws of the right lower leg showing a fracture of the distal tibio-fibular shaft.



Figure 3. (A) A plain radiograph revealing a subcutaneous round radio-opacity in the proximal calf; and, (B) homogeneous, hypoechoic fluid collection evident on
ultrasonography.
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gastrocnemius muscle fascia and lacked a connection with the
knee joint. We suspected an MLL and decided to continue
conservative treatment. During short-term follow-up, fluid
collection recurred and we aspirated the fluid 5 times. At 5
months after operation, the fracture site was united, and we
decided to remove the internal device and to simultaneously
excise the mass, which was located between the subcutaneous
tissue and the fascia of the medial gastrocnemius muscle, with
some adhesion to the surrounding tissue; the mass was
encapsulated (Fig. 5). The mass was excised and radical
debridement performed. The muscle and superficial fascia were
sutured together to prevent shearing at the surgical site and to
reduce the possibility of recurrence. Biopsy of the excised mass
Figure 4. (A) An axial plane T1-weighted MRI image of low, homogeneous signa
signal change. MRI=magnetic resonance image.
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revealed a cystic lesion that has the fibrous cystic wall but lacks
lining cells (Fig. 6). In the surrounding area, there was fat
necrosis, multifocal fibrosis, and aggregation of histiocytes and
foreign body type giant cells. At the 1-year follow-up, we found
no complication or any evidence of recurrence.

3. Discussion

MLL is a post-traumatic lesion; an effusion consisting of
hemolymph and necrotic fat is generated after damage to the
capillaries and lymphatics caused by a shear force between the
muscle fascia and the subcutaneous layer. After the acute phase
subsides, the surrounding tissues become granulated, creating a
l intensity, and, (B) an axial plane T2-weighted MRI image exhibiting high-level
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Figure 5. The encapsulated mass containing serous fluid.
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type of pseudocyst. The clinical significance is that the internal
fluid cannot be absorbed by surrounding tissue; the “mass effect”
may induce symptoms, and surgical site infection and recurrence
may develop despite treatment.[6,7]

MLL, as in our case, is usually caused by high-energy trauma
such as a motor vehicle accident, but can also develop in those
who play contact sports such as football.[8] Although MLL may
be associated with a fracture, MLL is not common and may be
missed at initial examination. When the acute phase subsides, the
lesion can be palpated on physical examination, but most patients
do not have pain. Thus, an MLL should be considered at initial
diagnosis. In our patient, the lesion did not cause any symptoms
and was not detected because of splint immobilization after
operation to repair the fracture. TheMLL presented as a painless
mobile mass after weaning from the splint. MLLs develop
predominantly in areas where the motion of the deep fascia is
relatively small, such as the trochanteric region and thigh. Female
sex and a body mass index (BMI) > 25kg/m2 are risk factors for
MLL because such patients have relatively high proportions of
fat.[9,10] Our patient was male but his BMI was 33.6kg/m2.
MLL of the proximal calf is rare. Vanhegan et al[11] found that

MLLs developed most commonly in the greater trochanter/hip
region (30.4%), thigh (20.1%), pelvis (18.6%), and knee
Figure 6. Biopsy of the excised mass revealed a fibrotic pseudocapsule
exhibiting fat necrosis but no synovial lining.
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(15.7%); only 1.5% occurred in the calf or lower leg. MLL
may be undiagnosed or misdiagnosed and may require differen-
tial diagnosis from simple bursitis, an abscess, and a soft tissue
tumor.
Plain radiography is not specific but is required to explore

accompanying lesions such as fractures and to confirm the
absence of calcification in the acute phase. US can be performed if
an MLL is suspected; MLL presents as a nonspecific fluid
collection. However, US is useful to assess damage to surround-
ing tissue and the outcomes of interventional procedures such as
percutaneous aspiration. MRI optimally identifies MLL charac-
teristics and chronicity. Mellado and Bencardino[12] divided
MLLs into 6 types based on the extent of chronicity, tissue
composition, andMRI presentation. Using this classification, our
patient showed the type I seroma pattern on a homogeneous,
hypointense T1-weighted image and a homogeneous, hyperin-
tense T2-weighted image.
MLL requires appropriate treatment; bacterial infection and

chronic recurrence are possible. An acute lesion without an open
wound or fracture can be treated conservatively via compression
banding, sclerotherapy with talc or doxycycline, and percutane-
ous drainage.[4,13,14] However, MLL does not respond to steroids
(in contrast to bursitis) because a synovial lining is absent.[15]

Surgery with radical debridement effectively treats chronic
lesions when conservative treatments fail because of fibrotic
capsule formation and persistent lymphatic leakage.[16] We
performed repeated percutaneous drainage and intralesional
steroid injections over the 3 months after injury, but these
treatments were ineffective; we eliminated the possibility of
recurrence via surgical excision and interspace suturing.
Greenhill et al[17] proposed anMLL treatment algorithm based

on chronicity, but surgeons must choose treatment by reference
to lesional characteristics and their knowledge of the condition.
MLL usually develops in the greater trochanter or pelvis; few
reports on surgical removal of MLLs in the proximal calf have
appeared. Molnar et al[18] and Moriarty et al[19] reported MLLs
in the proximal calf. Both reports emphasized that the condition
is rare and easily missed, but clinically significant.
4. Conclusion

MLLmay occur anywhere after trauma but is unusual in the calf;
MLL of the trochanteric region is more common. It is important
to diagnose MLL because the complications may include
infection, local recurrence, and skin necrosis. Conservative
treatment may be effective for acute MLLs. However, because of
the possibility of recurrence of chronic lesions, surgical treatment
with radical excision and interspace suturing should be
considered.
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